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Dual Phones Holder Sunnylife for DJI Osmo Pocket 3 (OP3-ZJ756)

Sunnylife two phone holder for DJI Osmo Pocket 3 camera (OP3-ZJ756)
Sunnylife presents an innovative solution for users of the DJI Osmo Pocket 3 camera: the OP3-ZJ756 Two Phone Holder. It is a device that
expands recording and transmission capabilities, allowing simultaneous use of two smartphones.
 
Compatibility and materials
The mount is designed specifically for the DJI Osmo Pocket 3, ensuring a perfect fit and functionality. Made from a combination of plastic
and silicone, it combines durability and flexibility to protect your device from scratches. Weighing 170 grams, the mount measures 233 ×
51 × 99 mm, making it both handy and stable.
 
Dual display and angle adjustment
A distinguishing feature of this mount is the ability to use two screens at the same time, which opens up new perspectives for users in
terms of video monitoring and surveillance. Thanks to the adjustable viewing angles of each phone, users can adjust the setting to their
own needs, which is especially useful during live broadcasts from different perspectives.
 
Additional functionality
The mount  allows for  easy connection of  additional  equipment  such as  tripods and extension cords,  adding to  its  versatility.  The cold
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shoe interface extends the functionality to include the ability to mount an additional microphone or lighting, which is crucial for creating
professional-quality video footage.
 
Safety and stability
Designed  with  safety  in  mind,  the  mount  features  an  elegant  quick-release  lock.  Non-slip  silicone  pads  keep  the  device  stable  and
protected from scratches, while built-in soft pads further protect the DJI Osmo Pocket 3 camera from damage.
 
 
ManufacturerSunnylifeModelOP3-ZJ756CompatibilityDJI  Osmo Pocket  3MaterialPlastic  +  siliconeWeight170  gWidth  of  armsmin.  62  mm,
mac 100 mmDimensions233 × 51 × 99 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 20.9961

Agora: € 17.99
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